Jerri Warren
Speech and Communication
EXERCISE #6

WATCH OUT SHAKESPEARE

Go to the front of the a room, or outside to read the verses that follow. Stand
or sit up straight so you can open up those pipes of yours.

It is important that you read the following verses OUT LOUD and with a bit of
drama. Open your mouth when saying each word. Don't forget to pronounce
your t's and d's at the end of a word - think you are over pronouncing them to
start.

If you don't know the correct pronunciation of the word, ask your teacher or
go to Dictionary.com.

If you're reading in front of a class just take one of the paragraphs. If you are
alone, pretend you are in front of 50 people. Project to the person farthest
away from you.

Speak slowly. Your jaw and mouth need time to fully open.

Why? To perfect intonation, rhythm, spacing, linking and pronunciation. On the
other side of discomfort lies mastery.
The actuary’s honorary secretary showed her extraordinary literary superiority by working
literally solitarily in the library particularly regularly during February
With blade, with bloody blameful blade,
he bravely broached his boiling bloody breast
amidst the mists and coldest frosts
with barest wrists and stoutest boasts

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers, a peck of pickled
peppers Peter Piper picked.
If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers,
where’s that peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?
She sells sea shells on the sea shore,
the shells she sells are sea shells for sure.
If she sells sea shells on the sea shore
I’m sure she sells sea-shore shells
Little Italy literally
Literally little Italy
Little Italy literally
Literally little Italy
Little Italy literally
Literally little Italy
Julia was actually due to be married to the Duke of Turin on the
first Tuesday in June, dressed in her superb jewels.
When the day duly arrived, Julia’s mature Dunn could not produce the jewels.
Julia felt suicidal, for the Duke, pursuant to his promise,
had dutifully started a dual serenade with a superfluous
but celestially tuneful Tudor tune played on lutes and flutes.
As I went into the garden
I saw five brave maids
Sitting on five broad beds
Braiding broad braids.
I said to these five brave maids
Sitting on five broad beds
Braiding broad braids,
“Braid broad braids, brave maids.”
I thought a thought.
But the thought I thought wasn’t the thought
I thought I thought.
If the thought I thought I thought had been
The thought I thought, I wouldn’t have thought so much.
Betty bought a bit of bitter butter,
But the bit of bitter butter Betty bought was too bitter
So Betty bought another bit of bitter butter
To make her bit of bitter butter better.

